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 @SpringerNature · 60 min
Springer Nature 

Cyberbullying may be linked to higher use of social network sites by school
children aged 14-17 years, rather than to simply having a social network profile,
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 @SpringerNature · 2 h
Springer Nature 

Nikola #Tesla, Serbian-American inventor and researcher who designed and built
the first alternating current induction motor in 1883, was born #OnThisDay in
1856.
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 @SpringerNature · 3 h
Springer Nature 
In the face of recent racist incidents at his PhD alma mater, plant-systems
biologist @drdevangm considers his own experiences of racism and why he
didn’t raise them with his supervisors at the time.

 Traduci il Tweet

Lab heads should learn to talk about racism
Senior academics must step up and take the lead in discussing intolerance,
says Devang Mehta.
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 @SpringerNature · 4 h
Springer Nature 

What does robotics have to do with pizza making? Find out on today's new
podcast episode with Professor Bruno Siciliano, the editor of the prize winning
Springer Handbook of Robotics! beforetheabstract.com/2018/07/10/bru…
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 Springer Nature ha ritwittato
 @NatureComms · 24 h
NatureCommunications 

Attending #ISMSC2018? Explore the @NatureComms#supramolecular
chemistry collection, showcasing fundamental research on non-covalent
interactions and recent advances in building discrete assemblies and extended
material systems: go.nature.com/ncomms-supramo…
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At ISMSC? Explore the Supramolecular Chem Collection
https://go.nature.com/ncomms-supramolecular
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 @SpringerNature · 5 h
Springer Nature 
Along with spiders, birds play a vital role in consuming insects that would
otherwise destroy forests or crops.
Learn more in Springer's press
release.

 Traduci il Tweet
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 Springer Nature ha ritwittato
 @mdichristina · 10 h
Mariette DiChristina 

Excited to be co-emceeing w/ @silentypewriter the @SpringerNature "Science
and the Sustainable City" summit in Singapore tomorrow: bit.ly/2NysNK1
 @sciam
Scientific American 
Science and the Sustainable City: How can industry
experts and government leaders best use research to
inform policies, programs and technologies?
bit.ly/2uj6L51 (By @mdichristina)
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 @SpringerNature · 23 h
Springer Nature 

Apologies, the link appears to be broken. Here is one that works: bit.ly/2u6PNrj

 Traduci il Tweet
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Mostra questa discussione
 @SpringerNature · 23 h
Springer Nature 

From Change the World: new abstract video from “Asia’s materialists:
Reconciling collectivism and materialism”. Watch the clip and read the article:
short.url/aBcXyZ #SN_GrandChallenges
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Mostra questa discussione
 @SpringerNature · 9 lug
Springer Nature 
We're excited to announce we are launching two new journals.
more in our press release.
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 @SpringerNature · 9 lug
Springer Nature 

Browse through this stunning collection of June’s best science images selected
by @nature’s photo team. #SciArt

 Traduci il Tweet
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 Springer Nature ha ritwittato
 @altmetric · 4 lug
Altmetric 

.@amyeetx and guest speakers from the @SpringerOpen join us to explore how
@altmetric #books data can directly support #publishers and #authors to raise
the profile of an organization, demonstrate wider #impact and much more in our
free webinar, July 10th
 Traduci il Tweet
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 @SpringerNature · 9 lug
Springer Nature 

Building a baby: The first few weeks of an embryo's development are vital. Now,
new techniques are allowing scientists to learn more about this crucial time than
ever before:
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 @SpringerNature · 8 lug
Springer Nature 

Researchers have created hybrid rhino embryos as part of an attempt to rescue
the northern white rhinoceros from all but certain extinction. @NatureComms

 Traduci il Tweet
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 @SpringerNature · 7 lug
Springer Nature 

Good news for chocolate lovers this #WorldChocolateDay. A sip of chocolate
milk after exercise might actually be good for you. Read the review of evidence
regarding its eﬃcacy compared to either water or other “sport drinks”:
rdcu.be/2v6x

 Traduci il Tweet
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 @SpringerNature · 7 lug
Springer Nature 

It’s #WorldChocolateDay! Enjoy reading our #OpenAccess research on chocolate
& cocoa via @SpringerOpen.

 Traduci il Tweet
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 @SpringerNature · 6 lug
Springer Nature 

Palaeoproteomics is the new-kid-on-the-block in archaeological science and
evolutionary biology. Standards of practice have only recently been set out for
this burgeoning field of investigation.

 Traduci il Tweet
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Springer Nature 

An online resource that lets people report and map cases of #SexualHarassment
- @harassmap - helps to solve a pressing societal challenge. Yet it would score
poorly if judged using only conventional approaches to evaluating research
quality.

 Traduci il Tweet
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 @SpringerNature · 6 lug
Springer Nature 
On our Springboard blog, Steven Inchcoombe, Chief Publishing Oﬃcer
@SpringerNature, explores the question "What next for Impact Factors?"
springernature.com/gp/advancing-d…

 Traduci il Tweet
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 @SpringerNature · 6 lug
Springer Nature 

Sarcomas are quite rare, but still need our attention. That is why July is the
month for #SarcomaAwareness. Learn about the Epidemiology of Sarcoma in
this article from @BioMedCentral's 'Clinical Sarcoma Research': bit.ly/2zcwnWY
#SarcomaIsCancer
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